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REGIONAL
REPORTS

Australia

Injury Issues Monitor (a publication of the
National Injury Surveillance Unit in Aust-
ralia)
The May issue (it takes a long time for the
mail to get to Canada from Australia!) des-
cribes new surveillance data standards that
extend the existing minimum dataset into a

three level set. The first level is the minimum;
the next adds extended classifications to some
items and some new items; the third is not yet
complete but will be still more detailed.
The issue also reports on the first Aus-

tralian National Conference on Injury
Prevention and Control held in February at
which three federal ministers took part. Jerry
Moller characterized the tone of the con-

ference as having 'less emphasis on how to get
the science right and more on how to make a

difference'.
Finally, there is a report on pedestrian

injuries in childhood based on the study
carried out by Mark Stevenson. The main
finding is that traffic volume is a more impor-
tant factor than many would have thought.

Australian Injury Prevention Bulletin
The lead report in this issue is a review of the
injury experience of unprotected road users.

Although no major surprises are presented,
this excellent paper serves to remind the
reader ofthe effect ofage on various road user

deaths and hospitalizations, with the gradient
being strongest for motorcyclists, but also
striking for bicyclists (with the peak in the
5-14 year old age group who are hospitalized
but extending to the 15-19 year olds for
deaths) (Dolinis, O'Connor, and Trembath,
May 1995).

Hazard (Victorian Injury Surveillance
System and Monash University Accident
Research Centre)
The March issue reports on product related
injuries, for example, domestic architectural
glass, lawn mowers, shopping trolleys, and
chain saws. More than half the glass injuries
involved children, with 52% cutting their
arms and 28%o their faces. Similarly, the 110
lawn mower injuries, one quarter of the total,
involved children, as did a much higher
proportion ofthe shopping trolley injuries. In
each case the prevention measures recom-

mended involve product design issues as well
as supervision. As they should (March, 1995).
The June issue features horse related

injuries. Generally, children's injuries are

more serious and more often involve girls
one of the few exceptions to the male
dominance phenomenon in injury epidemi-
ology. Apart from the use of helmets, and
discouraging small children from playing
around horses, also recommended to enhance
protection are sturdy boots and effective hand
and finger protection. 'Avoid the back legs of
horses at all times' is the concluding, but for
me quite unnecessary, recommendation (June
1995).

Child Safety News (Australia)
Violence is not simply a problem in the US, as

many readers may believe. The June issue of
Child Safety News from Australia includes a

heavy emphasis on violence. Because of the
customary masterful job Jan Shields does in
identifying and summarizing key papers from
a diversity ofjournals, some from sources that
are often overlooked are described. One is in
the Journal ofForensic Sciences -Deaths due
to Firearms Injuries in Children (Choi et al);
another is in Children Today - A Com-
munity's Answer to Teen Violence (J Jour-
dan); and a third is in Children's Environments
- Parents' Conceptions of Social Dangers to
Children in the Urban Environment (KS
Blakely).

Canada

Canadian Children's Safety Network
One of the most exciting achievements of
CCSN this past year was getting its computer
network, CCSN ONLINE, up and running.
It is filled with interesting and useful items
and frequently hosts lively exchanges.
Mostly, however, it permits one group to
assist another by answering questions or
lending support.

Editors note: this is, I am sure, the main
mode of communication of the future.

Canadian Bike Helmet Coalition
The coalition continues to press the cause of
helmet promotion. During June it 'blitzed'
550 radio stations across Canada with a PSA
announcement, one part of which dealt with
legislation. Two of the main parenting
magazines included helmet awareness articles
and requests for information has remained
steady.

Editors note: The coalition is sponsored by
the Canadian Institute of Child Health - a
pioneer in child injury prevention - with
support coming, in turn, from the federal
Health Department. This three pronged ap-
proach seems a useful illustration of the sort
of interdisciplinary collaboration I referred to
in an editorial.

Safe Kids Canada
In addition to its principal sponsor, Esso,
Safe Kids Canada has obtained the support of
the Black Photo Corporation, who will help
raise funds through product sales, initially, in
London, Ontario. The company has a
positive family image and intends to dist-
ribute safety material to its employees and
customers.

Editors note: Although this sort of marriage
seems novel to me, I wonder how many other
prevention programmes have had similar
experiences. It certainly seems worth a try.

Canadian Red Cross Society
A new book, video, and posters, all related to
water safety, have been released. One module
describes Aqua-Quest: Learn to Swim
module for the 3 to 12 year age group. (See
paper by Asher et al in this issue, p 228)

Safety Canada (Canada Safety Council pub-
lication)
The spring issue notes that 'the projected
1994 traffic fatality total (3021) represents a
decrease of 16% over the preceding three year
average'. This is a 39 year low, but I am still
perplexed by what has caused it. The publica-
tions suggest the drop be credited to driver
education, public awareness, enforcement,
seat belt use, and other auto safety measures.
Perhaps. Where I am in complete agreement,
however, is in the recommendation that the
next step is better control over driving while
intoxicated. In most provinces over 20% of

licensed drivers admit to driving after drink-
ing within the past year. At the same time,
specific counter measure programs have
decreased and only two provinces have a
minimum one year suspension for those
found guilty. Finally, it is unofficially
estimated that nearly 80% of those with
suspended licenses continue to drive.

Other tid-bits: only a few of the provinces
have mandatory vehicle inspections, and one,
Newfoundland, has tabled legislation to
eliminate these. This is in spite of the fact that
almost 64% of vehicles are over 5 years old
and there is a strong correlation between age
and number of defects found, with brakes
being the most prominent. Trucks are the
greatest offender: during a one day blitz this
past June, 73% of trucks stopped by the
police for inspection in Ontario were taken
out of service because of serious defects.
(Several recent episodes of tires falling of
these trucks have occurred. These, no doubt,
prompted the police action.)

Co-operators, the largest Canadian owned
property/casualty insurer in Canada, to
celebrate its 50th anniversary, developed an
'innovative safety game' in partnership with
Canada Safety Council - Safety Cards for
Kids. The intention is to teach 5 to 10 year
olds about home, traffic, fire, and bicycle
safety. Sadly, like so many other appealing
ideas, there are no plans of which I am aware
to assess its effectiveness.

Greece

A serial biting monkey
The Center for Research and Prevention of
Injuries among the Young (CEREPRI)
established a database in April 1994 that
includes details about all childhood injuries
treated at one of the two children's hospitals
in Athens. Data for nearly 25 000 victims
have been recorded. These data are used for
epidemiological analyses and risk identi-
fication, for detection of the main causes of
injuries, and for descriptive characterization.
The whole project is linked to the European
Home and Leisure Accident Surveillance
System (EHLASS). Scrutiny of these data
during the quality control process identified a
somewhat unusual cause of injury - an
apparently aggressive or overly playful
monkey in a park in New Philadelphia, a
suburb of Athens.
From January to June 1995 five children

were brought to one of the collaborating
hospitals for injuries caused by this monkey.
One of the five had to be hospitalized; in the
others the injuries only required outpatient
care. Four victims were boys, aged 1-5 to 13
years. During their visit to the park the
children were attended by their guardians or a
school teacher. CERFPRI has notified the
authorities of the park requesting that appro-
priate measures be taken.

Bitings by dogs, cats, or snakes are not
uncommon in Greece but monkeys are rarely
involved, although modern Greece has lost a
king from a monkey bite. This, however, is
the first documented serial biter monkey in
our country.
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The Center for Research and Prevention
of Injuries among the Young, Athens
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Regional reports

Israel

Teenagers for safer public playgrounds
During the last weeks of the school year,
gifted children ages 13-15 years from disad-
vantaged areas studying in a boarding school
in Jerusalem, volunteered to help improve
safety in the city. Following press reports of
injuries caused by inadequate or faulty equip-
ment, one activity suggested was an inspec-
tion ofthe state ofmunicipal playgrounds. No
information was available about the actual
numbers of such injuries and the importance
of a safe play environment was considered a
high priority by the teenagers. The project
was considered feasible by their coordinator.
The activities were organized by the

Jerusalem Council for the Child, with the
cooperation of the Safety Department of the
Jerusalem Municipality and the Braun
School of Public Health and Community
Medicine of the Hebrew University and
Hadassah.

Before going into the field the teenagers
participated in a training session in which the
size of the injury problem in Israel and
Jerusalem, in particular, was discussed. In
that session the children estimated injury
incidence among themselves in the last year
(10/40) and in the last five years (38/40). After
examining data from a survey of emergency
room admissions in Jerusalem, they success-
fully identified the high risk groups and the
differences between boys and girls. This
session was followed by training on the
identification of playground hazards and the
use of a checklist specially prepared for this
purpose.
The children were provided with maps of

the city, bus fare, and a list ofthe playgrounds
to be checked in different neighbourhoods
(excluding recently constructed play-
grounds). They worked in pairs and
inspected 70 of the 120 playgrounds selected.
The remainder could not be completed due to
a lack of time.
The checklists were returned to the Safety

Department of the Municipality for assess-
ment. When the hazards were considered to
be of immediate danger they were reported
promptly to the Safety Department for cor-
rective action. Among the difficulties
reported in a summary session were the
following: locating the playgrounds due to
lack of proper identification in the maps;
insufficient information about the appropri-
ate age the equipment was geared to; prob-
lems with the surrounding environment in
terms of litter, shade, and availability ofwater
fountains.
These preliminary findings were for-

warded to city planners and the rest of the
information is being processed and sum-
marized. The plan called for a presentation of
the findings to the mayor, but unfortunately
conflict of schedules prevented the children
from doing so.
A preliminary assessment of the project

showed that the active participation of child-
ren is feasible but that interagency coopera-
tion with clearly defined roles is necessary and
productive. More emphasis should be given
to review the validity of the information
gathered.

Extension of the project to other parts of
the city, with the cooperation of youth
movements is planned, and a follow up
assessment to be carried out by the teenagers
is scheduled for next year.

ROSA GOFIN
Braun School of Public Health and

Community Medicine, Jerusalem

South Africa

Newsletter from CAPFSA, September 1995
In August, Child Injury Prevention (CHIP)
Week - CAPFSA's annual opportunity to
promote its cause - was exploited as usual
with excellent media coverage, public exhib-
itions, and dissemination of printed matter to
schools, clinics, and private parties. In order
to sustain our campaign beyond its official five
day allocation, a colouring in competition
with a safety theme was arranged in coopera-
tion with six local newspapers and sponsors.
Together with CAPFSA staff and our resi-
dent hospital medical illustrator, I had a lot of
fun designing the picture and took care to
stress the positive aspects of personal safety
rather than the negative connotation of
danger. The central figure in our final design
is a young, hip soothsayer called CAPTAIN
SAFE-T who rollerblades through a subur-
ban tableau spreading the safety gospel, and
who might well become our mascot for future
publicity and educational campaigns.
On 7th August, the first meeting of the

newly convened Paraffin Safety Association
took place at The Cape Town Waterfront.
Poisoning of children through accidental
ingestion of paraffin (kerosene) is an
indigenous problem which reflects both the
high level of dependence on paraffin as a fuel,
and the uncontrolled way in which this poten-
tial toxin is presently distributed to the
average user (that is, in virtually any con-
tainer, safe or unsafe). As I mentioned briefly
in my previous newsletter, one international
oil producer (no names here- they know who
they are!) has devoted much effort towards
refining and manufacturing a universal child
resistant bottle top which would be dist-
ributed via retailers to end users together with
an adhesive warning label and a multilingual
safety pamphlet. At the Waterfront meeting
were representatives of all major oil firms
operating in South Africa as well as health
professionals, educators, and civic officials.
Apart from the opportunity provided for the
various parties to meet each other, the best
outcome of this safety 'indaba' was a commit-
ment from all the oil companies to support the
refinement and ultimately, the national dist-
ribution of the child safe closure device
(which at the time of writing, has been
modified to fit 80% of containers commonly
used for paraffin storage). Many other excel-
lent ideas for decreasing paraffin related
danger and disease came out of discussion
during the meeting and I look forward to
reporting on future strategies as they are
realised.
By the time this newsletter is in print,

South Africa will be a land in the midst of
summer school vacations, festive celebra-
tions, heavy road traffic, high alcohol con-
sumption- all of which conspire to produce
our predictable annual epidemic of road
traffic injuries. There is reason for a flicker of
hope that this year's carnage will be less
formidable following on new, if fairly meek,
legislation governing the use of automobile
child restraints. But more of that in the next
newsletter. On behalf of myself and my
coworkers at CAPFSA, I would like to offer
to all readers ofthis journal my best wishes for
a wonderful 'Childsafe' 1996.

DAVID BASS
CAPFSA, Cape Town

United Kingdom

Child Accident Prevention Trust (UK)
The trust launched its traditional Child
Safety Week during the first week of July to
encourage adults 'to try and be a little safer

every day' through a Seven Steps for Safety
initiative. These include a safer route to
school; a car seat that fits; fitting and checking
smoke alarms; using a harness and reins with
toddlers; keeping dangerous products locked
or out of reach; planning the next safety move
as the child grows; and checking all safety
equipment. Seven companies sponsored the
week along with four government depart-
ments. Of particular value was an enclosure
intended for editors (and journalists) sum-
marizing statistics related to each ofthe above
steps. For example: re school routes 'Every
year ... more than 35 000 children of school
age are killed or injured on the roads'. Or, re
smoke alarms 'Every year .. . 75 children die
and over 2000 are injured in house fires'.

United States

US State and Territorial Injury Prevention
Directors Association (STIPDA)
This group, among others in the US, are
concerned that federal injury prevention and
control funding is in jeopardy. They are
appealing for letters to house and senate
members to help 'educate' them about 'the
public health and cost benefits of injury
prevention' and to ensure that the funding for
CDC National Center for Injury Prevention
and Control not be rescinded. At the time of
writing, I am unable to say what success they
have had, but assume that as I have not heard
anything to the contrary, they have been at
least partly successful or that the question is
not yet resolved. As the letter from the
STIPDA president, Jeff Simon, concludes,
this is not just an issue of funding, but one
involving 'the very concept and field of injury
prevention and control which we embrace'.
The 1996 Budget Resolution provides the

blueprint for spending decisions and because
support for injury prevention initiatives are at
risk for large cuts, national SAFE KIDS
coalitions, among others are being urged to
join in the campaign to inform legislators of
the financial benefits that follow successful
prevention efforts. For example, each dollar
spent on a bike helmet is estimated to save
society $30.

National SAFE KIDS Campaign (NSKC)
(USA)
The campaign's latest fund raising included
an unusual twist: it received $1-5 million from
a total of $51 million paid by the General
Motors Corporation to settle complaints over
the safety of pick-up trucks with side saddle
fuel tanks. The NSKC share will be used to
distribute child safety seats to low income
families across the US. Actually, $8 million
will be devoted to the provision of 200 000
child safety seats over the next four years.
The responsibility of NSKC, along with
several other organizations, is to organize the
distribution of the seats. NHTSA, the
government body responsible for pressing the
issue against GM, estimates that these seats
will save at least 50 lives and prevent 6000
injuries. Although these figures are disputed,
what is beyond doubt is that in 1994 an
estimated 308 children under 5 were saved
because they were in safety seats.
The NSKC's Family Safety Check was

displayed prominently in toy stores, res-
taurant chains, a chain of food stores, and
other similar outlets.
The findings of a NSKC family safety

survey concluded that 'a majority of parents
report ... not taking essential safety steps ...'.
Specifically, one in three report they don't
buckle up on every car ride; two of three do
not always wear bike helmets; and four of five
believe children 9 and under can cross streets
alone.
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Regional reports

NSKC has honored several champions at a
Congressional reception: Senator John
Chafee, Representative James Moran,
Sharon Kitzharder, Dr Howard Dean, and
key persons on the popular TV show, Rescue
91 1, Arnold Shapiro, Jim Milio, and William
Shatner.
At a vist to Congress by 10 children who

had been injured, one event received wide
media attention- the presentation of a bike
helmet to the Speaker of the House, Newt
Gingrich, by a child whose life was saved by a
helmet after riding into the path of a pick-up
truck.
NSKC has been part of a coalition urging

Congress to protect injury pevention pro-
grams in the 1996 Budget Resolution. They
point out that each dollar spent on a helmet
saves society $30; one dollar spent on a child
safety seat saves $32; and one dollar invested
in poison control saves almost $8. On another
political front, the campaign is helping slow

- or reverse - Congressional plans that
would place a moratorium on new federal
regulations, especially those in the develop-
ment stage that focus on toy labelling, helmet
standards, child resistant packaging, baby
walker standards, and flammable upholstery.

Finally, NSKC received $25 000 to consult
with the National Fire Protection Association
in the development of a school based safety
curriculum, Safety Sense, for primary school-
children. Part of the sponsorship for this
endeavour comes from Lowe's the country's
second largest home building company.
The Safe Kids Summit was awarded the

1995 Silver Anvil Award from the Public
Relations Society of America as the best
public affairs campaign by a non-profit
organization in the past year.

North Carolina: the car safety leader
The state's Highway Safety Office, insurance
commissioner, the US Department ofTrans-

port, and the University of North Carolina
have joined forces to coordinate 'the most
ambitious, multi-year effort ever undertaken
in the US to convince people to obey traffic
laws'. The main targets for 1994 are belt use
and reducing alcohol impaired driving.
Checkpoints in every county and news
coverage resulted in an increase in belt use
from 6400 to 81O0. Checkpoints now app-
roach 10 000. The slogan, 'Click It or Ticket'
was adopted statewide. This was followed by
'Booze it & Lose it' and it appears that this has
resulted not only in more arrests, but also in
reducing the number ofoffenders- from 200
of all night time drivers to less than 100.

Editors note: despite this spectacular suc-
cess story, I was disappointed that none ofthe
descriptions commented on the effect of the
program on children's restraint use and I
remain intrigued by the question: how often
do police enforce child restraint violations?

* * * * *

Editorial Board Member: briefbiography

LEIF SVANSTROM

Leif Svanstrom graduated in medicine from Lund University in 1966 and then
received a PhD in the Department of Social Medicine. Subsequently he did
postgraduate training in occupational health and social medicine.
He is now Professor of Social Medicine at the Karolinska Institute and Chairman

of the Department of International Health and Social Medicine. In 1991-2 he was a
visiting scientist at the Centers for Disease Control, Division of Injury Control,
Atlanta, Georgia.
Dr Svanstrom has spent 25 years in social medicine and health and safety

promotion. His principal line of research and teaching is injury epidemiology and
prevention. In the 1960s he conducted a number of descriptive and analytical
studies, and in the 1970s began studying home and occupational injuries. In 1974 he
introduced the community approach to the prevention of injuries: this, the
'Falkoping Model', has heavily influenced Swedish and international community
safety work.
He chaired the First World Conference ofAccident and Injury Prevention held in

Stockholm, Sweden in 1989 and was a member of the International Organizing
Committee for the second and third World Conferences. At present Dr Svanstrom is
involved in WHO's Global Programme on Injury Control and is the Head of the

WHO Collaborating Centre on Community Safety Promotion at the Karolinska Institute in Stockholm, Sweden.
He is the author of nearly 650 papers in epidemiology, prevention, and health systems research; 10 textbooks in

health promotion and social medicine; and is a member of the editorial board offour international scientific journals.
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